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Abstract

We propose a distributed inter-base station (BS) cooperation assisted load balancing framework

for improving energy efficiency of OFDMA-based cellular access networks. Proposed cooperation is

formulated following the principle of ecological self-organization. Based on the network traffic, BSs

mutually cooperate for distributing traffic among themselves and thus, the number of active BSs is

dynamically adjusted for energy savings. For reducing the number of communications among BSs, a

three-step measure is taken by using estimated load factor (LF), initializing the algorithm with only the

active BSs and differentiating neighboring BSs according to their operating modes for distributing traffic.

An exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)-based technique is proposed for estimating the LF

in advance based on the historical data. Various selection schemes for finding the best BSs to distribute

traffic are also explored. Furthermore, we present an analytical formulation for modeling the dynamic

switching of BSs. A thorough investigation under a wide range of network settings is carried out in the

context of an LTE system. Results demonstrate a significant enhancement in network energy efficiency

yielding up to 30% higher savings than the compared schemes. Moreover, frequency of correspondence

among BSs can be reduced up to 80%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the rapidly growing number of subscribers and diverse types of applications, energy

utilization in cellular networks is increasing at an incredible rate. This ever increasing energy

consumption has economical as well as environmental implications resulting in higher network

operating cost and rising global warming respectively. To this end, energy expenditure by the

radio access network (RAN) equipment of a typical cellular network is around 60%-80% of

the total amount [1] - [3]. Therefore, improving the energy efficiency of RANs has become the

centre of focus to the researchers of green cellular networks.

As a consequence of random call generation and mobility patterns of users, and uneven user

distribution, cellular network traffic exhibits significant temporal and spatial diversity [4] - [6].

Traditionally, load balancing schemes are proposed to use this load imbalances for redistributing

traffic among base stations (BSs). By doing this, a cellular network can benefits in many ways,

such as, efficient use of frequency bands, coverage enhancement for cell edge users, increment

of the overall network throughput, and so on [7] - [8]. In this paper, we apply the concept of

load balancing for improving the energy efficiency of cellular access networks.

In our previous work [9], an energy saving scheme using predefined switching patterns for

deactivating redundant BSs was outlined. However, traffic distribution is solely dependent on the

instantaneous traffic levels of BSs making it signaling intensive, whereas the impacts of locations

and user data rates are completely ignored. In addition, the system is applicable only for regular

cell layouts and the load-dependent power usage in BSs is not considered. All of these issues

including other improvements are addressed in this paper. The main contributions of this paper

can be summarized as below:

• We propose an energy efficient load balancing framework for orthogonal frequency division

multiple access (OFDMA)-based cellular access networks. Being inspired by ecological self-

organization, a distributed inter-BS cooperation mechanism is proposed for load balancing. As per

our proposal, based on the network traffic and other system settings, BSs are engaged into mutual

cooperation for redistributing traffic, adjusting their transmit power, and switching between high

power active mode and low power sleep mode. Thus, RANs are adaptively reconfigured with time

using a reduced number of active BSs for achieving energy savings. Quality of service (QoS),

more specifically, session blocking, user data rate and network coverage are also maintained.



• By employing a three-step measure, namely, use of estimated load factor (LF) for triggering

the load balancing procedure, initialization of the proposed algorithm with only the active BSs

and prioritization of the active neighbors over the sleeping ones for distributing traffic, we limit

the number of communications among BSs. We also propose an exponentially weighted moving

average (EWMA)-based estimator for predicting the LF envelope of a day in advance from the

historical LF data.

• A range of selection schemes is outlined, which can be used by a BS to decide on the best

neighboring BSs for distributing its traffic.

• An analytical model in terms of system parameters is also formulated for predicting the

switching dynamics of BSs.

• We thoroughly investigate the system performance in the context of long term evolution

(LTE) systems. Impact of various traffic scenarios, BS power profiles and their capacities, user

data rates, BS selection schemes and other design parameters on the degree of energy savings and

other system parameters is analyzed. Results demonstrate that the proposed system is capable to

significantly improve the energy efficiency (subject to network settings). Comparisons with the

existing works are also provided for further validating the proposal.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a thorough study on the

related works. System model with other system parameters is outlined in section III followed by

the algorithm in Section IV. An analytical model is formulated in section V. Section VI presents

the simulation results followed by the conclusions in section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Cellular network operators and vendors are highly concerned about the ever increasing cost

of energy [10] - [11]. Consequently, during the recent years, various proposals have emerged

for minimizing the energy consumption at RAN level by switching off BSs [3], [9], [12] -

[23]. Aiming to leverage the natural temporal-spatial traffic diversity, LTE proposes turning off

evolved node Bs (eNBs) at low-traffic times for saving energy [12]. However, the standard has

left the issue of implementation schemes open for further research.

In light of this, a comprehensive framework for evaluating the overall global metrics for

assessing energy efficiency of cellular networks has been developed under the EARTH project [6].



In line with this framework, we proposed an energy saving cellular access network by employing

predefined switching patterns for BSs [9]. Authors in [13] and [14] also used deterministic

patterns for switching BSs through mutual cooperation among BSs. However, these schemes in

[9], [13] - [14] are applicable only for regular cell layouts. In contrast, [15] - [17] proposed

centralized algorithms for dynamically shutting down BSs, but provided no mechanism for

dynamically switching them back ON. Concept of cell zooming along with the switching of BSs

was introduced in [18], whereas a theoretical optimization approach for evaluating the potential

energy savings from turning off BSs was outlined in [19]. Along with the switching off BSs,

scope of heterogeneous cell sizes for energy savings was also investigated in [20]. However, the

schemes in [9], [13], [15] - [20] failed to capture the load-dependent power utilization in BSs

resulting in overestimations. Moreover, many of them presented either very basic algorithms

ignoring the actual locations of users [9], [15] - [16] or no algorithm at all [13], [17], [19].

For the networks with non-deterministic traffic patterns, an actor-critic based centralized

learning framework for switching BSs into sleep mode was proposed in [21]. Besides, analysis

of trade-off between energy savings and delay in the form of cost minimization problems was

formulated in [22]. However, the systems in [21] - [22] do not guarantee user data rate leading

to the potential degradation of service quality. On the other hand, a grid based traffic profiling

scheme for selecting the best BSs to turn off was proposed in [23]. This system is designed under

the framework of wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA)-based systems making

it incompatible for next generation OFDMA-based systems. Moreover, [15], [16], [20] - [22]

initialize their algorithms assuming all BSs in active mode leading to higher computational load,

correspondences among the network entities and switching in BSs.

Our proposed system is free from many of the above issues. A wide range of power con-

sumption models of BSs, instantaneous operating modes of BSs, actual location of users and

QoS constraints are taken into account. Measures are taken to reduce computations. Moreover,

proposed algorithm is of distributed type and applicable for any cell layout.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we present the proposed system model and other system components. The

system model is presented in the context of OFDMA-based LTE systems, which may also be
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Fig. 1: Concept of ecological self-organization.

adopted to worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) systems. Although in

LTE, BSs are named as eNB, both the terms are used interchangeably throughout the paper.

A. Ecological Self-Organization

Proposed cellular network model is developed based on the principle of ecological self-

organization. A self-organizing system in ecology has many small components, which follows

a set of basic local rules. The interactions among components are executed using only local

information, without being aware of the global pattern. This global pattern is an emergent

property, which emerges spontaneously in a well-organized structured system starting from an

initial random state and without any guidance from an external body [24] - [25]. The concept

of ecological self-organization is presented in Fig. 1.

Local interaction domain of node N1 and N2 are illustrated by the dotted lines. The solid lines

between two nodes represent the interaction between them. For instance, as shown in the figure,

node N1 and its neighboring nodes N3-N9 are interacting using their own local rules. Here, N1

has no knowledge on the behavior of other nodes beyond its own domain (i.e., N2 and N10-N14).

However, neighboring nodes of N1 are also interacting with their respective neighboring nodes,

and thus, N1 is indirectly influencing the behavior of all the nodes in the system. In turn, local

behaviors of all the nodes generate the global behavioral pattern of the system. This type of
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Fig. 2: Proposed network model (B3, B6 in sleep mode).

interaction is commonly observed among different species, such as, a flock of birds, a school of

fishes, etc.

B. Proposed Energy Efficient Cellular Access Network

We consider the downlink of a multi-cell cellular network serving by a set of N BSs B =

{B1,B2, ...,BN}. We assume that the sectors in a BS are assigned orthogonal frequency bands,

while the same frequency bands are reused among BSs. It is also considered that unused

frequency bands and transmit power can be shared among the sectors.

Similar to the ecological system explained in Fig. 1, network wide distributed cooperation

among BSs are employed in the proposed system. Concept of the network operation is demon-

strated in Fig. 2. Proposed cooperation between a BS and its neighbors is governed by the traffic

of itself and its neighbors, QoS requirements and other design parameters. In this paper, adjacent

BSs capable to reach each other (e.g., over X2 interface in LTE) are considered as neighbors.

For instance, neighboring BSs B1, B4 and B5 are serving as acceptors for B6 by cooperatively

sharing its traffic (as shown by the arrows) allowing B6 to switch into sleep mode for saving

energy. At the same time, for supporting the extended coverage zones, transmit power of these

acceptors B1, B4 and B5 are also adjusted. BS B6 is totally unaware about the traffic environment

of the other BSs except B1, B4, B5 and B7. On the other hand, during the high traffic time, upon

receiving wake-up request from active BSs, sleep mode BSs switch to active mode for reducing



the traffic load on others. Through this dynamic switching of BSs, number of active BSs is

adaptively adjusted and thus, energy savings is achieved.

Each BS is assumed to have a sleep-wake module (SWM), which enables it to switch between

active and sleep modes. An active mode BS is fully functional as of conventional BSs. In contrast,

a sleep mode BS neither carries user traffic nor performs control signaling; rather keeps a sleep-

wake module (SWM) on for intercepting wake-up requests from other BSs.

In this paper, energy requirement for a SWM compared to that of an entire BS set is assumed

insignificant. Furthermore, adaptive transmit power allocation in the downlink is assumed for

maintaining the required signal strength at the user equipments (UEs). Hence, user data rates

are not affected due to handover from an imminent sleeping BS to a neighbor.

C. Schemes for Selecting the Best BSs for Traffic Distribution

Candidate space of a BS is the collection of all the possible combinations of its neighbors. For

distributing its traffic, a BS has to select the best combination from the candidate space, which

can support its traffic as well as maintain QoS. We propose different selection schemes, which can

be used by a BS for deciding on the best combination of BSs. Let us denote a selection scheme

by Sn. This implies that the candidate space for a BS contains all the candidate combinations

of up to n BSs taken from its neighbors. If K is the number of neighbors and the selection

scheme is Sn(n ≤ K), then the total number of candidate combinations for a BS is equal

to
∑n

c=1

(
K
c

)
. For example, in Fig. 2, B3 has three neighbors B2, B4 and B7. If the selection

scheme is S2, then the candidate space for B3 contains the following six combinations of BSs:

{B2}, {B4}, {B7}, {B2,B4}, {B2,B7} and {B4,B7}.

D. EWMA-Based LF Estimation

In this paper, we use the aggregate LF of the network as an indicator for triggering the load

distribution of BSs. Either the instantaneous LF or an estimated LF can be used for triggering this

procedure. Let NS be the number of instances per day at which traffic distribution is planned to

be attempted. Use of instantaneous LF implies the necessity of measuring and gathering network

parameters, and attempting to distribute traffic at all these NS instances. This imposes a lot of

signalling and computational cost. In contrast, from the estimated envelope, we can determine



the subset of NS instances a priori at which load balancing procedure should start resulting a

significant reduction in the number of computations and communications among BSs. Therefore,

we here propose an EWMA-based technique for estimating the LF envelope of an entire day in

advance from the historical data. Since the traffic level differs much from weekdays to weekends,

we estimate the weekdays (weekends) LF from the weekdays (weekends) data.

Let the target is to estimate the LF for (D + 1)th day from the given D × NS LF matrix

ρ = [ρ1;ρ2; ...;ρD], where ρd, d = 1, 2, ..., D is a row vector containing NS samples of LFs taken

over dth day. For achieving the smooth version of LF data by reducing the abruptness, we then

apply a robust version of local regression technique using weighted linear least squares on each

day [26], which is given as ρ̂ = [max(ρ1, Sm(ρ1)); max(ρ2, Sm(ρ2)); ...; max(ρD, Sm(ρD))]

= [ρ̂1; ρ̂2; ...; ρ̂D]. Here, Sm(.) does the smoothing operation and max(ρd, Sm(ρd)) takes the

sample-wise maximum between ρd and Sm(ρd), which increases the reliability that we are

not underestimating the envelope. Overestimation can decrease the potential energy savings.

However, it is a conservative approach for suppressing the potential false triggering of load

distribution procedure at infeasible instances. Then, the moving average ρD+1, the standard

deviation σD+1 and the estimated LF ρ̃D+1 for (D + 1)th day are given by [23], [27]

ρD+1 = (1− ζ)ρD + ζρ̂D (1)

σD+1 = (1− η)σD + η|ρD − ρ̂D| (2)

ρ̃D+1 = ρD+1 + %σD+1 (3)

where 0.2 ≤ ζ, η ≤ 0.3 are smoothing constants [27]. In this paper, ζ = η = 0.2 are used. Here,

% is another constant usually taken equal to 3 [27]. At the end of each day, LF database used

for estimation is updated by appending the actual LF data of the day and deleting that of the

oldest day.

E. System Parameters

i. Power Consumption Profiles of BSs

Energy savings may largely depend on the power consumption profiles of BSs. A wide range

of power consumption profiles of BSs having a single transceiver chain can be modeled as below



[21] - [22]

pop(t) =

 (1− δ)ρb(t)POP + δPOP (active mode)

psop (sleep mode)
(4)

Here, 0 ≤ ρb(t) ≤ 1 is the instantaneous actual LF of a BS. For LTE, we adopt the definition

of LF as the ratio of the number of resource blocks (RBs) in use at time t to the total number

[28]. Whereas, pop(t) is the instantaneous operating power of a BS, while POP = aPTx + b is its

maximum required at the full utilization of a BS. Here, PTx is the maximum transmit power, and

a and b are constants. On the other hand, sleep mode power psop ≥ 0 may vary from vendor to

vendor. Again, by varying the constant 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, we can define three different models of BSs:

(a) δ = 0: fully energy proportional (FEP) model, (b) δ = 1: constant energy consumption (CEC)

model, and (c) 0 < δ < 1: non-energy proportional (NEP) model. The ultimate target of BS

manufacturers is the FEP BS, which consumes power changing linearly with the LF, becoming

zero at no traffic. Power consumption in NEP BSs also changes linearly with a fixed amount of

consumption even at no traffic [6], [14], [21] - [23], [29]. However, most of the contemporary

macro BSs are close to CEC type drawing nearly equal power irrespective of traffic level [13],

[15] - [17], [19] - [20], [30] - [31].

ii. Traffic Generation Model

In real cellular networks, session generation process in BSs is time-inhomogeneous, where

the traffic generation intensity varies with time. In this paper, we model a time-inhomogeneous

process by multiplying a time-homogeneous process with a time-varying rate function. Thus, we

can write

λi,j(t) = αi,jfi,j(t− θi)λj,∀i = 1, 2, ..., N ;∀j = 1, 2, ..., Q (5)

Here, Q is the number of classes of services, λj is the time-homogeneous session generation

rate for class j, fi,j(t) is the rate function for class j in BS Bi, and αi,j ≥ 0 and θi ∈ [0, 24] hour

are constant. By varying αi,j , fi,j(t) and θi, both temporal and spatial traffic variation among

BSs can be captured.

iii. RB Allocation for UEs

Received signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) at uth UE located in BS Bi denoted



by γi,u is given by

γi,u =
PRx
i,u

I intrai,u + I interi,u + PN
(6)

where PRx
i,u , I intrai,u , I interi,u and PN are the received power, intra-cell interference, inter-cell

interference and the additive white Gaussian noise power respectively. Considering adaptive

modulation and coding (AMC), γi,u can then be mapped to an achievable spectral efficiency

given in bps/Hz [32]

ψi,u =


0 if γi,u < γmin

ξ log2(1 + γi,u) if γmin ≤ γi,u < γmax

ψmax if γi,u ≥ γmax

(7)

where 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, γmin, ψmax and γmax are the attenuation factor accounting the implementation

loss, minimum SINR, maximum spectral efficiency and the SINR at which ψmax is achieved.

Then the number of required RBs for UE u of class j can be estimated by

β
(j)
i,u =

⌈
R

(j)
i,u

WRBψi,u

⌉
(8)

where R(j)
i,u is the required data rate in bps, WRB is the bandwidth per RB in Hz (e.g., 180 kHz in

LTE), and dxe is the nearest integer equal to or larger than x. On the other hand, if the number

of RBs per UE is set fixed, (7)-(8) can be used for estimating the required SINR for any data

rate.

iv. Interference Estimation

Use of orthogonal frequency bands in the sectors results in no intra-cell interference. On the

other hand, because of dynamic switching of BSs, inter-cell interference can alter throughout

the network, which is extremely challenging to keep track. Therefore, for the computational

tractability, we combine the following strategies in dealing with the inter-cell interference.

Firstly, we ignore the dynamic inter-cell interference and consider it as static Gaussian-like

noise, which can be regarded as a worst case consideration [33]. Opportunity of adopting efficient

fractional and soft frequency reuse, and interference randomization techniques in OFDMA-based

system makes this assumption more feasible [7], [21] - [22], [34]. Secondly, under the above



approximations, we calculate the average interference a user can experience during the worst-

case peak-traffic time in the original network. This is then used as an interference margin for

all the users over the entire day. Due to the adoption of these conservative strategies, system

performance evaluated in this paper can be considered as a lower bound. This type of static and

Gaussian interference model has also been adopted in other energy efficiency and load balancing

works [7], [20] - [22], [35].

v. Session Admission Control (SAC)

Since SAC is not our main focus, for the convenience of analysis, a simple first-come/first-

served based mechanism is adopted in this paper. We assume that all UEs from the same class

are allocated equal number of RBs, i.e., β(j)
i,u = βj,∀i, ∀u. Thus, when a session request arrives,

based on the requested data rate R(j)
i,u , required RB(s) βj and the location of UE, (6)-(8) along

with a path loss model are used to estimate the required SINR γi,u, transmit power P Tx
i,u , and the

modulation and coding scheme (MCS). If βj RBs and transmit power equal to P Tx
i,u are available

in Bi, the session is admitted. Otherwise, the session request is rejected. It is also assumed that

the RBs remain dedicated for the entire session.

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

An algorithm, implemented in each BS, for energy saving load balancing by swapping traffic

and switching BSs through distributed inter-BS cooperation is presented here. In this paper, we

assume that the proposed cooperation is carried out periodically in every TS time units, where

TS is an adjustable parameter. For avoiding any possibility of load distribution by two neighbors

at the same time, BSs one after another distribute traffic. We assume that the sequence of BSs

at which this distribution is carried out is preset by the operator. Without losing the generality,

the sequence of BSs is taken as B1, B2, ..., BN 1.

For realizing the distributed cooperation, three LF thresholds normalized to unity are defined

- lower threshold Lf , upper threshold Hf and acceptance threshold Af . They are related as

Af > Hf ≥ Lf > 0. Here, Lf and Hf are equally applicable for each BS and the total network

1This sequence can also be dynamically evaluated based on different strategies, such as, the instantaneous traffic levels, power
profiles of BSs or even randomly. It is worth noting that our algorithm is independent of the underlying sequencing strategies
and can work well with any of them.
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(b) Bi is in sleep mode.

Fig. 3: Coordination between BS Bi and its neighbors. Ki is the number of neighbors of BS Bi.

as well, while Af is only defined for BSs2.

Now, let ρ̃(t) be the estimated LF for the aggregate traffic of the network at time t. Then, if

ρ̃(t) < Lf or ρ̃(t) ≥ Hf , load distribution process is triggered by the network controller. Once

the process is initiated by the controller, each BS in its turn uses the thresholds for distributing

its traffic. Thus, at the beginning of Bi’s turn, if it is in active mode, it checks its LF with the

2In this paper, we thoroughly analyze the system performance under various settings of these thresholds without specifying
the methodology for selecting and updating them for a network, which is left for future works. Selecting the suitable values
can be decided by the network operator, which mainly depends on the traffic generation characteristics, QoS requirements, cell
deployment layout, etc. For instance, one strategy can be to use an offline optimization technique for estimating their values
corresponding to the maximum energy savings for a given historical traffic database. Once the optimal values of Lf , Hf and
Af are found, each BS has to be instructed accordingly.



thresholds as ρi(t) < Lf or ρi(t) ≥ Hf for starting its load distribution, where ρi(t) is the actual

LF of Bi. Since the actual traffic condition in each BS is taken into account for distribution,

thresholds are checked against the actual LF of each BS. On the other hand, BS Bi can accept

traffic from other BSs as long as its new LF (i.e., own traffic plus shared traffic) ρ∗i (t) < Af

and session blocking is within target limit.

If either of the criteria is true for Bi, it sends request to the active mode neighbors for the

information on available RBs and the remaining transmit power. It is to be noted that exchange of

information among BSs is supported in both 3GPP LTE [12] and WiMAX [36] systems. On the

other hand, information on itself, namely, RBs and transmit power usage data, locations of own

UEs, operating modes of its neighbors, list of BSs whose traffic is sharing Si = {S1, S2, ..., Szi},

and the candidate space Ci = {Ci,1,Ci,2, ...,Ci,Mi
} are required. Here, Ci,n(n = 1, 2, ...,Mi)

is the nth candidate combination. Feedback from UEs is assumed for receiving the location

data of UEs. Using the gathered information, Bi decides its best neighbors for distributing its

traffic as well as the necessary transmission range adjustments for itself and the neighbors for

maintaining coverage. The formulated decision message is then propagated among its neighbors.

The neighbors send back acknowledgements to Bi after their execution of the decisions followed

by Bi’s own execution. Thereafter, the algorithm proceeds to the next BS and so on. In sleep

mode, BS Bi monitors for any wake-up request from its neighbors and if there is any, it switches

to active mode. Fig. 3 presents a summary of the coordination between Bi and its neighbors

during its both the operating modes. Use of the estimated LF as explained above and checking the

status of BSs during their turns, reduces the computations compared to the many other schemes

(e.g., [15] - [16], [20] - [22]), which start their algorithms assuming all BSs are in active mode.

At one instance, BS Bi can switch to sleep mode, while it can immediately be switched back to

active mode by the next BS Bi+1 or so on resulting in Ping-Pong effect. For reducing this switch-

ing, by utilizing the knowledge of operating modes of the neighbors, Bi divides its candidate

space Ci into two mutually exclusive subsets: i) Ci,a = {Xi,1,Xi,2, ...,Xi,q} ⊆ Ci, where each

BS in Xi,k = {x1, x2, ..., xPk
}, ∀i, ∀k, is in active mode, and ii) Ci,s = {Yi,1,Yi,2, ...,Yi,r} ⊆ Ci,

where at least one BS in Yi,m = {y1, y2, ..., yPm},∀i, ∀m, is in sleep mode. Here, q and r are the

number of combinations in Ci,a and Ci,s respectively. BS Bi has to choose the best combination

of neighboring BSs denoted by B∗i from either of these two subsets for distributing its traffic.



In our algorithm, we impose higher priority on Ci,a over Ci,s for choosing B∗i , which ensures

that the sleep mode BSs are not switched to active mode unless it is absolutely necessary for

maintaining QoS. This in turn limits the Ping-Pong effect as well as the computational load.

Proposed algorithm treats the low-traffic and the high-traffic periods in different ways, which

are presented below in detail. Complete flow diagram of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 4.

A. Low-Traffic Period of Bi (i.e., ρi(t) < Lf )

In this case, Bi searches for the best combination B∗i only in Ci,a. This policy of not choosing

B∗i from Ci,s avoids the unnecessary switching of sleep mode BSs.

i) If Bi is active and Si = ∅, Bi looks for B∗i ∈ Ci,a (as explained in Section IV-C) for

distributing its full traffic such that it can switch to sleep mode. If Ci,a = ∅, then Bi stops

searching.

ii) Else, if Bi is active and zi > 0 (i.e., Si 6= ∅), Bi switches to sleep mode only when

it can redistribute its traffic to all the zi BSs in Si. Hence, Bi searches for B∗i among those

Xi,k ∈ Ci,a, (0 ≤ k ≤ q) such that Si ⊆ Xi,k.

If B∗i is found, Bi distributes its full traffic to BSs in B∗i and then, switches to sleep mode.

Otherwise, it remains active.

B. High-Traffic Period of Bi (i.e., ρi(t) ≥ Hf )

In this case, four alternatives are attempted one-after-another by BS Bi for distributing its

traffic. This priority order allows the sleep mode BSs to stay in sleep mode for longer durations.

If none of these four alternatives are met, Bi continues to operate. These alternatives are presented

as below:

i) Total traffic distribution among BSs in B∗i ∈ Ci,a: The procedure of traffic distribution in

this option is same as Section IV-A except the condition that this procedure starts if ρi(t) ≥ Hf .

If this alternative is met, Bi switches to sleep mode after distributing its traffic to the BSs in B∗i .

ii) Partial traffic distribution among BSs in B∗i ∈ Ci,a: The procedure is similar to Section

IV-A with two exceptions. Along with the condition of ρi(t) ≥ Hf , the other exception is that

the best combination has to be capable to share the excess traffic equal to (ρi(t)−Hf ). If B∗i

is found, the excess traffic is distributed to BSs in B∗i , while Bi stays in active mode with its

new lower traffic. This partial load distribution results in better load balancing.



iii) Total traffic distribution among BSs in B∗i ∈ Ci,s: In this option, Bi looks for the best

combination B∗i in Ci,s. Except this change and the condition of ρi(t) ≥ Hf , the procedure is

same as Section IV-A. However, the result is quite different. If B∗i is found, Bi switches to sleep

mode, while sleeping BSs in B∗i switch to active mode for supporting the traffic of Bi.

iv) Partial traffic distribution among BSs in B∗i ∈ Ci,s: This step is same as IV-B(ii) except

that the best combination B∗i is determined from Ci,s. Thus, Bi continues to operate with the

new lower traffic and at the same time, other sleep mode BSs in B∗i wake-up to share its excess

traffic.

Necessary adjustments in the transmission range of all BSs in B∗i are made to provide full

coverage for Bi. For this purpose, we propose to increase the transmit power in the required

sectors of BSs as demonstrated in our previous work [9]. Advanced beam-forming techniques

[14], [37], or any suitable technique can also be adopted in the system.

C. Selecting the Best Combination for Traffic Distribution

Here, we explain the procedure of selecting the best combination B∗i for low traffic period.

For selecting B∗i , expected LF (ELF) and the required additional transmit power for all BSs in

all the candidate combinations Xi,k ∈ Ci,a(∀k = 1, 2, ..., q) are first calculated. To calculate the

ELFs of Pk BSs in Xi,k,∀k, we first evaluate the number of available RBs in these Pk BSs.

Then, based on the resource allocation policy, number of RBs required in each of the Pk BSs

for supporting all the users of Bi and their own users is calculated, which gives the ELFs. In

calculating the ELFs, it is assumed that if Bi could switch to sleep mode, a UE in Bi would

hand off to the nearest BS in Xi,k. Similarly, required additional transmit power for supporting

the UEs of Bi is calculated.

Then, the minimax value among these ELFs is determined, which is equal to the minimum

of the maximum values taken from each combination in Ci,a. The combination corresponding

to this minimax value is the probable B∗i and let us denote it as B̃∗i . Next, the expected session

blocking probability in all BSs in B̃∗i is evaluated. Now, if minimax < Af , session blocking

is within the target and all BSs of B̃∗i can provide the respective required additional transmit

power, then B∗i = B̃∗i for Bi. Use of minimax value ensures traffic distribution to the least loaded

BS combination and helps to reduce session blocking. Similar concept is used to find B∗i for
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Fig. 4: Flow diagram of the algorithm.

the high traffic period, which is not presented here for the sake of brevity.

V. ANALYTICAL MODEL FORMULATION

Here, we present an analytical model for evaluating the probabilities of BSs to switch into

sleep mode. Changing operating modes of BSs depends on its and neighbors’ current traffic,

and the operating modes of BSs at the previous instance, which can be modeled as a Markov

process. A state of the network at time t is one of the possible combinations of the operating

modes of all BSs. Thus the total number of states is 2N growing exponentially with N , which

makes it challenging for solving using Markov chains. To reduce the complexity, following the

proposed algorithm, a heuristically guided formulation is presented here. For the convenience of



presentation, we have omitted the time index from some of the following equations and brought

back later.

Let SPi
, Ni = {Bi,1,Bi,2, ...,Bi,Ki

} ⊂ B and Ci,n = {C(1)
i,n , C

(2)
i,n , ..., C

(Pn)
i,n } ∈ Ci be the

selection scheme, the set of neighbors and the nth candidate combination for Bi respectively.

Here, C(k)
i,n ∈ Ni,∀i,∀n,∀k, and Pn ≤ Pi,∀i, ∀n.

Let us define two different events, Ei,n = {Bi distributes traffic to Ci,n and switch to sleep

mode}, ∀i,∀n; and A(k)
i,n = {C(k)

i,n is in active mode}, ∀i, ∀n,∀k.

Assuming that Bi is not sharing the traffic of any of its neighbors, we can write the probability

of occurring event Ei,n(n = 1, ,Mi) at time t as below

P{Ei,n} =

[
P {ρi < Lf}

Pn∏
k=1

P ∗
{
A

(k)
i,n

}
+ P (ρi ≥ Hf )

]

×
Pn∏
k=1

[
P
{
Af − ρ(k)i,n > φ

(k)
i,nρi

}
P
{
P

(k)
i,n ≤ P th

b

}]
(9)

where ρ(k)i,n and P (k)
i,n are the actual LF and session blocking in C(k)

i,n respectively; P th
b is the target

session blocking; φ(k)
i,n is the fraction of ρi to be distributed to C(k)

i,n and thus,
∑Pn

k=1 φ
(k)
i,n = 1; and

P ∗
{
A

(k)
i,n

}
is the probability that C(k)

i,n was active at the last instance, while P ∗
{
A

(k)
i,n

}
= 1,∀t ≤

0,∀i,∀n,∀k. For no candidate combination of Bi, P {Ei,n} = 0. Derivation of the probabilities

in (9) is presented in Appendix.

However, if Bi has been supporting the traffic of any of its neighboring BSs other than those

in Ci,n, according to the algorithm, Bi is not allowed to switch into sleep mode by distributing

its current traffic to this nth combination. For accounting this, we calculate the probability that

Bi is not the acceptor for any of the remaining (Ki − Pn) BSs as below

P {Xi,n} =

Ki∏
k=1

Bi,k /∈Ci,n

(1− Fi,kP ∗ {si,k}) (10)

where P ∗ {si,k} is the probability that Bi,k was in sleep mode at the last instance, and

Fi,k =


Gi,k

Mi,k
, if Mi,k 6= 0

0, if Mi,k = 0
(11)

where Mi,k is the number of candidate combinations for Bi,k, and Gi,k ≤Mi,k is the number of



these Mi,k combinations containing Bi,k. Modified Pi {Ei,n} can then be given as

P̂ {Ei,n} = P {Ei,n} × P {Xi,n} (12)

Since the events of distributing traffic of Bi to one of the Mi candidate combinations are

independent, probability of switching of Bi to sleep mode at time t can be written as

Pi(t) = P̂

{
Mi⋃
n=1

Ei,n

}
=

Mi∑
d=1

(−1)d+1
∑

n1,n2,...,nd:
1≤n1≤n2....≤nd≤Mi

P̂ {Ei,n1} P̂ {Ei,n2} ...P̂ {Ei,nd
} (13)

Average sleeping probability PS per BS over any duration T can then be written as

PS =

 1

NT

N∑
i=1

t0+T∫
t0

Pi(t)dt

× 100% (14)

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Simulation Setup

We evaluate the proposed scheme through extensive simulations. Although the scheme is

applicable for any cell layout, for the convenience of comparison with other works and creating

a benchmark, hexagonal layout is chosen for simulations. We consider a cellular access network

serving a geographical area covered by three-sector 50 macro cells having an inter-site distance

equal to
√

3× 500 m and uniformly distributed UEs. Carrier frequency = 2 GHz, channel

bandwidth = 5 MHz per sector (i.e., 25 RBs) and BS transmit power = 43 dBm per sector

are assumed. AMC code set parameters {γmin = -6.5 dB, γmax = 19 dB, ψmax = 4.8 bps/Hz,

ξ = 0.75}, noise figure = 9 dB (5 dB) for UE (BS), BS antenna gain including feeder loss

= 15 dBi, shadow fading standard deviation = 8 dB, penetration loss = 10 dB and Gaussian

noise power density = -174 dBm/Hz are chosen in reference to the 3GPP LTE suggestions [32].

WINNER+ non-line-of-sight urban macro-cell channel model with BS antenna height = 25 m

and UE antenna height = 1.5 m is used [38].

We consider three classes of real-time services requiring constant bit rate (CBR) equal to 64

kbps, 384 kbps and 512 kbps, which include packet headers and payloads. New sessions arrive

following a Poisson process. We assume that only one RB can be allocated to a UE from any

class. Thus, using (7)-(8), we can calculate the required SINR for the three classes equal to -4.1
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Fig. 5: Rate functions.

dB, 7.9 dB and 11.1 dB respectively. LTE Frequency division duplexing (FDD) frame structure is

considered with the assumption that one transmission time interval (TTI) of 1 ms carries exactly

one packet. For the convenience of simulations, we assume that the data volume per session of

all UEs from the same class is equal. Also, for fair comparison, constant session duration equal

to 3 minutes is considered for all the classes. For generating the time-inhomogeneous traffic,

normalized rate functions shown in Fig. 5 are used [17], [23], [39]. Average session arrival rate

λj is chosen such that the peak-time session blocking in the original network for αi,j = 1, ∀i, ∀j,

becomes equal to 1%. Target session blocking in the proposed network is also set to 1%. Unless

otherwise specified, we set αi,j = α = 1,∀i, ∀j, and θi = 0,∀i, for the simulations. On the other

hand, two settings for BS power profile parameter are considered. They are: Set1: a = 21.45, b

= 354.44 [30], and Set2: a = 7.8, b = 605 [31]. We assume optical backhaul link among BSs

having energy requirement in the order of 1 pJ/bit/m [40]. Thus, energy cost for signaling among

BSs is assumed insignificant. Below, we only present the results for weekdays. Evaluation for

the weekends can be done in the same way.

B. EWMA Estimation and the Number of Communications

Performance of our estimation technique is evaluated by using the historical LF data of the

last one month generated for a network having only 64 kbps UEs and demonstrated in Fig. 6.
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Weekday and weekend data are separated for estimating the envelope for the corresponding days.

From the figure, it is clear that the estimated values are very close and almost always higher

than the actual data.

Percentage of reduction in the number of instances at which a BS communicates with its

neighbors is presented in Fig. 7. Sampling interval 30 minutes is taken. This reduction of

communications results from the combined effect of the use of estimated LF, allowing only



the active mode BSs for deciding on traffic distributions and considering the operating mode

of the neighbors for distributing traffic. As seen, depending on the network parameters, as high

as 80% reduction is achieved. Also, the higher the gap between Lf and Hf , the higher is the

reduction. Reduction corresponding to Lf = Hf solely results from the checking of the operating

status of each BS amounting around 30% and 40% for f1(t) and f2(t) respectively.

C. Percentage of Sleep Mode BSs and RB Utilization

Figs. 8 and 9 present the average percentage of sleep mode BSs per day PS (i.e., probability

of sleeping of BSs) with the LF thresholds Lf and Af respectively. Simulation parameters are

also shown in the figures. As seen, PS has an increasing trend with the increase of both Lf and

Af . This is because, for a higher value of Lf , higher number of BSs has the probability to have

LF less than Lf . Consequently, higher number of BSs has the chance to distribute their traffic

to other BSs and switching to sleep mode. On the other hand, higher value of Af implies that

BSs are capable to accept more traffic from the neighbors. Therefore, higher number of BSs can

switch to sleep mode leading to higher PS .

Impact of the rate functions is also evident from both the figures. Rate function f1(t) corre-

sponds to lower traffic generation than that with f2(t). Therefore, in a network with f1(t), higher

percentage of BSs can switch to sleep mode than in a network with f2(t). In addition, impact of

traffic parameter α is also included in Fig. 8. Values of α < 1 refer to a lower level of loading

of BSs than their available capacities. Therefore, higher number of BSs switches to sleep mode

by distributing their traffic to the neighboring BSs. Moreover, for all the cases, analytical results

are reasonably close to the simulation results, which validate our simulation model.

Impact of the candidate selection schemes for distributing traffic is illustrated in Fig. 10. It

is evident that as we move from S1 to S6, higher percentage of BSs can switch into sleep

mode. For example, at Af = 1, on an average 41.8% BSs switch into sleep mode under S1

scheme, while the figure is much higher in S6 scheme amounting to 53.2%. For S1, only 1-BS

combinations from the neighbors are selected for distributing traffic. On the other hand, all the

possible combinations of neighbors are considered in S6 scheme causing a higher PS . Fig. 10

can also be explained as a trade-off between the number of computations and PS . For example,

due to the inclusion of all possible combinations, S6 scheme involves the highest number of
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Fig. 10: Sleep mode BSs and RB utilization per day with the selection schemes.

computations. At the same time, under S6, highest number of BSs can stay in sleep mode.

Ratio of the utilized RBs per BS in the proposed network to that of the original network also

follows the same trends of PS and its scale is shown on the right hand side of Fig. 10. In the

proposed network, fewer BSs serve the same number of UEs in the original network, and hence,

RB utilization per BS has increased by a factor over two as seen in the figure.

D. Energy Savings, Data Rate and BS Power Profile

Average daily energy savings of a network corresponding to f1(t) and S6 scheme with various

data rates is presented in Fig. 11. Similar to PS , energy savings per day is also increasing with

Af . Furthermore, higher energy savings is found for lower data rate scenarios. Since higher data

rate requires higher SINR, i.e., higher transmit power, additional power requirement increases

with the increase of UE data rate resulting in reduced energy savings. A case where 60% UEs

from 384 kbps and the other 40% requiring 512 kbps denoted as ’Mixed’ is also considered.

Energy savings line for the ’Mixed’ case lies between the ones of 384 kbps and 512 kbps.

Fig. 12 demonstrates the dependency of energy savings on the BS power profile parameters.

Since δ = 1 corresponds to CEC BSs requiring constant power irrespective of traffic level, it

results in the highest amount of energy wastage. Consequently, our proposed system can achieve
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the highest energy savings as illustrated. Then, as δ moves toward zero, BS hardware tends to

be more and more energy proportional and hence, energy wastage as well as savings decreases.

Finally, when δ = 0, BSs are of FEP type consuming power proportional to LF and hence,

no additional energy savings is possible from switching BSs. Instead, the system may consume

extra power because of additional transmit power. In addition, the impact of sleep mode power

psop, and the parameters a and b is also evident from the figure. As we can see, Set1 and Set2

achieve approximately equal savings for the case of psop = 0, while the savings significantly

differs for psop(t) = δb. Since, in Set2, b = 605 is much higher than that of Set1 (b = 354.44),

BSs of Set1 consumes much less power in sleep mode leading to higher savings than that of

Set2.

E. Comparison with the Related Works

A detail qualitative comparison of the proposed system with the other works has been provided

in Section II (Related Works). Here, a quantitative comparison is presented in Fig. 13. From our

thorough survey of the publications on BS on/off based energy efficient cellular networks, we

broadly divide them into three switching categories: static type, network wide dynamic type and
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sub-region based dynamic type. Following three works, one from each group, are then chosen

for the comparison: a deterministic predefined switching pattern based static type scheme by

Marsan et al. [13], a network wide dynamic switching based scheme by Eunsung et al. [15]

Farhad
Highlight



and a grid-based dynamic scheme by Peng et al. [23]. We have implemented all these schemes

for the hexagonal deployment scenario. For [13], 3/4 hexagonal scheme is simulated, while a

switching threshold equal to 0.5 is set for simulating the scheme in [15]. Also, following the

grid-forming criteria in [23], we divide the network into grids and perform the traffic profiling.

Energy savings of our system presented in the figure corresponds to scheme S6. Comparison is

presented for data rates ∈ {64, 384} kbps and target session blocking P th
b ∈ {1%, 10%}. As

seen in the figure, our system can achieve significantly higher savings than all these schemes,

which is more evident in the higher data rate scenarios.

VII. CONCLUSION

An ecological self-organization inspired distributed inter-BS cooperation assisted energy effi-

cient load balancing framework for OFDMA-based cellular access networks has been presented

in this paper. BSs in the proposed system mutually cooperate for dynamically switching redun-

dant BSs into sleep mode for saving energy. Various schemes for selecting the best BSs for

distributing traffic are also exploited. Use of the estimated LF derived by our proposed EWMA-

based estimator, accounting the operating modes of BSs for initialization of algorithm and the

prioritization of the active neighbors over sleeping BSs are also explored for reducing the number

computations. Moreover, an analytical model for evaluating the probabilities of BSs switching

into sleep mode is also presented. System performance over a wide range of BS selection

schemes, BS power models, switching thresholds, traffic scenarios and data rates has been

investigated. Higher savings is identified for the networks with lower data rate users. Furthermore,

energy savings increases with the increase of non-proportionality in power consumption of BSs.

Effectiveness of the framework is also exhibited by realizing as much as 30% higher savings

than the compared works. In addition, depending on the network settings, an improvement in

RB utilization is observed by a factor over two and communications among BSs is reduced up

to 80%.

We will next focus on developing the techniques for evaluating the optimal thresholds as

well as the potential faster algorithms for highly dense networks. Analysis of energy savings-

delay-throughput trade-off under multi-tier networks using generalized stochastic geometry-based

model is also under our consideration.



APPENDIX

Expressions for the probabilities in (9) are derived here for an especial case of having constant

session durations for all UEs. Number of active users of class j in Bi at time t can then be

written as, ui,j(t) = αi,jfi,j(t)ωjhj, ∀i, ∀j, where hj is the session duration and ωj is a Poisson

random variable (RV) with rate parameter λj . Using the approximation that a Poisson RV with

large λ is equivalent to a Normal RV with both mean and variance equal to λ, we can write

P {ρi(t) < Lf} = P

 1

βi,T

Q∑
j=1

ui,j(t)∑
u=1

βj < Lf

 = P

Θi <
βi,TLf − µXi√

σ2
Xi


= 1−Q

βi,TLf − µXi√
σ2
Xi

 (A.1)

where βi,T is the total RBs in BS Bi and Θi ∼ N (0, 1). Here, µXi
and σ2

Xi
are given by

µXi
=

Q∑
j=1

αi,jfi,j(t)λjhj∑
u=1

βj (A.2)

σ2
Xi

=

Q∑
j=1

(αi,jfi,j(t)hj)
2λj∑

u=1

β2
j (A.3)

Similarly, we can derive

P {ρi(t) ≥ Hf} = Q

βi,THf − µXi√
σ2
Xi

 (A.4)

P
{
Af − ρ(k)i,n(t) > φ

(k)
i,nρi(t)

}
= 1−Q

Af − µYi√
σ2
Yi

 (A.5)

where

ρ
(k)
i,n(t) =

1

βn,ki,T

Q∑
j=1

αn,k
i,j f

n,k
i,j (t)ωjhj∑
u=1

βj (A.6)

µYi =
1

βn,ki,T

Q∑
j=1

αn,k
i,j f

n,k
i,j (t)λjhj∑
u=1

βj +
φ
(k)
i,n

βi,T

Q∑
j=1
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where αn,ki,j , fn,ki,j and βn,ki,T are the parameter α, rate function and the total number of RBs of

C
(k)
i,n respectively.
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